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Abstract: The integration of circular economy principles in the design of road pavements raises the
problem of obtaining high-performance asphalt mixtures for reduction of waste and environmental
pollution compared to traditional solutions. In this study, the base and binder layers of road asphalt
pavements were prepared by using reclaimed asphalt pavement and construction and demolition
waste as coarse aggregates, while jet grouting waste and fly ash served as fillers. A leaching test was
performed for the marginal materials, after which the engineering performances of the designed
asphalt mixtures were investigated through laboratory tests. A life cycle assessment methodology
was applied to determine the life cycle impacts of one cubic meter of each asphalt solution. Next, a
multi-criteria decision analysis (MCDA) was performed for the solutions suggested for the binder
and base layers. Finally, a sensitivity analysis was conducted to identify the most suitable MCDA
solutions by varying the weights for a total of 24 different weight configurations. The results of this
work revealed that the solutions utilizing jet grouting waste (in particular, the hot asphalt mixture for
the binder layer and cold asphalt mixture for the base layer) were preferred to other traditional and
alternative solutions in most decision-making scenarios.

Keywords: life cycle assessment; leaching test; eco-sustainable asphalt mixture; waste recycling;
multi-criteria decision analysis

1. Introduction

One of the seventeen objectives of the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development refers
to grow quality, reliable, sustainable and resilient infrastructure, strengthening economic
development and social well-being [1].

To provide a response to these objectives, in the road pavement sector, the production
of more sustainable asphalt pavements is attracting great interest for researchers [2,3].
On the one hand, several waste materials have been employed to enhance the proper-
ties of bitumen and asphalt mixtures [4,5]. Those materials include sulphur [6], min-
eral acids [7] and waxes [8], but the most employed waste materials are the plastics
(i.e., polymers) [9,10], which include: Polyethylene Terephthalate (PET) [11], High den-
sity polyethylene (HDPE) [12,13], Low Density Polyethylene (LDPE) [14], Polystyrene
(PS) [15], Polyurethane (PU) [16,17], Polypropylene (PP) [18], acrylonitrile butadiene
styrene (ABS) [19], polyvinyl chloride (PVC) [20–22] and ethylene vinyl acetate (EVA) [23,24].

Some of these materials are usually used as bitumen modifiers, whose beneficial per-
formance effects are highlighted in comparison with traditional bitumen and commercial
modified bitumen [25,26].

For example, Ren et al. [27] adopted the lignin, the major waste from biofuel and
paper industries, as a modifier to enhance the performance of 70/100 penetration grade
bitumen. Three different dosages of lignin of 10, 20 and 30% by the weight of binder were
analysed. The results showed that the lignin enhances the complex modulus and rutting
factor of bitumen; in fact, for a lignin dosage of 30%, the recovery percentage resulted to be
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3.87 times higher than that of virgin bitumen, while the related creep compliance decreased
by 0.72 times.

Mashaan et al. [28] investigated the impact of using waste PET in binder class C320 by
assessing the rheological properties of three modified bitumen with PET contents of 4%,
6% and 8% by the weight of the binder. It was found that 8% is the ideal PET content to
reduce the bitumen susceptibility to cracking and deformation at high temperature.

On the other hand, multiple waste materials are analysed as possible aggregates
substitutes in asphalt mixes [29–31]. There is a wide range, including glass [32], scrap
tires [33], concrete [34,35], carbon black [36], ashes [37], ceramics [38], steel slag [39–41],
recycled brick powder, ref. [42] and others such as jet-grouting waste [43] and fluorescent
lamps waste [44].

Zou et al. [45] evaluated the feasibility of replacing natural aggregate in emulsified
asphalt mixtures (EAM) with recycled aggregates produced from construction and de-
molition waste (CDW). The mixture with 80% CDW in the grading curve showed better
high-temperature performance but poorer low-temperature performance and moisture
damage resistance compared to the traditional mixture made up of 100% natural aggre-
gates.

Acosta Alvarez et al. [46] investigated the effects of reusing a particular type of
CDW, namely the recycled concrete aggregates, whose size falls within a range 5–13 mm;
four HMAs solutions were investigated with the substitution of 3, 6, 12 and 24% of the
limestone aggregates with CDW. The results showed that four innovative mixtures returned
an Indirect Tensile Strength Ratio (ITSR) on average 8% higher than a traditional HMA.
Benefits of the alternative mixtures may be assigned to the residual inactivated cement of
the recycled concrete particles, which activate the self-cement properties in contact with
water.

Actually, the most common technology to fabricate asphalt mixtures is the hot process,
where the mixing phase (involving the aggregates, bitumen, and filler) occurs at the
temperatures of 170–180 ◦C. With the aim of minimizing the negative impacts on the
environment when the asphalt mixtures are produced, new technologies have become
established: the warm and cold process [47,48]. These two technologies reduce energy
consumption by lowering the temperature at which asphalt mixtures are produced and
laid [49]. In fact, the temperatures adopted for the warm process reach 100 ◦C [50], while
the cold technology reaches at most 60 ◦C [51]. This last process is usually combined with
the recycling of waste materials, in particular, the so-called reclaimed asphalt pavement
(RAP), namely the waste produced from the removal of existing asphalt pavements.

The most popular pavement rehabilitation method including 100% RAP is Full-Depth
Reclamation (FDR). Not always a blend with 100% RAP performs better than a traditional
HMA. RAP features significantly influence the service life and performance of recycled
pavements [52]. Therefore, the cold recycling of RAP also involves the addition of cement
in the mixtures. Some researchers [53] confirmed that the presence of cement improves the
indirect tensile strength (ITS) and the ITSR of the final mixture.

Looking at the effect of cement on cold recycled asphalt solutions, Sadoon et al. [54]
investigated different contents (0%, 2%, 4%, 6% and 8% by the mass of dry aggregates)
and types of cement (ordinary Portland cement, calcium aluminate cements and calcium
sulphate) added to a 100% RAP mixture; they found that, when using high quantities of
Portland cement, it is possible that some cement remains non-hydrated as a solid powder,
especially in the upper parts of specimens. Consequently, that amount of cement does not
contribute to the performance of the asphalt mixtures.

Owing to the significant environmental impact of asphalt mixtures, life cycle assess-
ment (LCA) was performed in some works comparing alternative treatments [55]. For
example, Santos et al. [56] applied LCA methodology to a 5.9-km road segment to compare
two different base layers with a thickness of 13 cm, which contained traditional HMAs and
a cold in-place recycled mixture (CIRM) with 100% RAP produced by milling an existing
asphalt base layer. A climate change (CC) impact indicator was selected to express the
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contribution of CO2, CH4 and N2O gases to the warming of Earth’s climate due to human
activities. The obtained results showed that the CC indicator of the CIRM solution was
81% lower than that of HMA.

Other research works focused on developing a methodology that could identify the
best alternative treatment by performing a multi-criteria decision analysis (MCDA) [57,58].
This strategy has been widely adopted to (a) determine the most suitable technology for
reusing RAP in central plant hot recycling, hot in-place recycling, central plant cold recy-
cling and cold in-place recycling applications [59]; (b) compare various asphalt mixtures
based on their engineering performance and life cycle cost indicators [60], cost, environ-
mental and social indicators of the life cycle [61] or engineering performance and service
life [62].

On the basis of the above, a new methodological tool was developed in this study for
the selection of the most appropriate asphalt mixture solution containing waste materials
in substitution of natural aggregates. The sensitivity analysis based on the results of a
multicriteria decision analysis has been performed with the aim to bring together the goals
of maximizing asphalt materials’ engineering performance and minimizing both the use of
natural resources and the overall environmental impacts of the life cycle evaluated through
LCA methodology.

A total of four marginal materials were investigated and reused, such as CDW (waste
produced during construction and demolition of houses, building or other structures, made
up of concrete, bricks, gypsum and other debris), RAP, JGW (waste produced during soil
consolidation works) and fly ashes (FA).

A summary of the research phases is reported in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Workflow diagram of the present research study.
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2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Materials

In this study, for the preparation of asphalt mixtures, four marginal materials were
employed replacing both natural aggregates and fillers. The wastes were as follows:

• Jet grouting waste (JGW) obtained from the consolidation works of an underground
highway tunnel;

• Construction and demolition waste (CDW) derived from the demolition of buildings;
• Reclaimed asphalt pavement (RAP) originated from the milling of deteriorated asphalt

pavements;
• Fly ashes (FA) generated by the coal combustion process to produce electricity;

JGW and CDW required a grinding process of 120 min (after that, no variation in the
grading curve arose) to obtain their final size, during which the materials were examined
every 30 min. On the contrary, FA and RAP were adopted as replacement of filler and
coarse aggregates, respectively, without a grinding transformation.

The environmental compatibility of the four waste materials was assessed by the leach-
ing test in compliance with the EN 12457-2 standard [63] (see Figure S1 in Supplementary
Materials). The results of the analysis, as shown in Table S1a in Supplementary Materials,
demonstrated the environmental applicability of the four wastes (JGW, CDW, RAP and
FA) since the concentration of the pollutant resulted lower than the limits set by the Italian
Ministerial Decree of 5 February 1998 [64].

The physical properties in terms of equivalent sand and Rigden voids and the me-
chanical properties expressed in terms of Los Angeles value of the limestone aggregates
and waste materials are reported in Table S1b. The results of these properties allowed to
made observations regarding the collocation of the waste into road pavement stratigraphy.
Since the RAP exhibited poor Los Angeles value that represents the abrasion resistance
of the aggregate, it was decided to use it into the base layer; on the contrary CDW was
reemployed for making the binder course. In the case of JGW and FA, their mechanical
properties allowed to re-use them in both binder and base layer.

A total of nine asphalt mixtures were designed comprising the four wastes mentioned
whose grading curve followed the requirements of the EN 13108-1 standard [65].

Three different binders were adopted; in detail, a 50/70 penetration grade bitumen
was used for making hot asphalt mixtures while for the cold one, a cationic bitumen
emulsion and a Portland cement 325R were used.

The mechanical investigation of the four asphalt mixtures (see Figure S2 in Supple-
mentary Materials) were evaluated by investigating the engineering performance reported
in Table 1 in compliance with the EN standards.

Table 1. Engineering performance of asphalt mixtures.

Engineering Performance Standard Test Temperature

Marshall stability (S) EN 12697-34 [66] 60 ◦C
Marshall stiffness (MS) EN 12697-34 [66] 60 ◦C

Indirect tensile strength (ITS) EN 12697-23 [67] 25 ◦C
Indirect tensile strength ratio (ITSR) EN 12697-12 [68] 25 ◦C

Indirect tensile stiffness modulus (ITSM) EN 12697-26-Annex C [69] 10–20–40 ◦C
Fatigue life (Nf) EN 12697-24-Annex E [70] 10 ◦C

Resistance to permanent deformation (RD) EN 12697-22 Procedure B [71] 60 ◦C

The optimum bitumen content (OBC) was identified in correspondence to the maxi-
mum S value [65] (see Tables 2–4) for the hot asphalt mixtures of the binder (see Table 2a)
and base (see Table 2b) layer, while for the cold asphalt mixtures, designed only for the
base layer (see Table 2b), the optimum solution was identified by considering those with
the specific gravity and ITS value, assessed at the 28th curing day [72], close to those of
HMAbase (see Table 4). Therefore, the optimum cement, water and bituminous emulsion
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content were 1.5, 5 and 3.75% by the weight of the grading curve for CMRARAP solution,
respectively, and 0.5, 5 and 5% for CMRARAPJGW, respectively.

Table 2. Mix designs of the (a) binders and (b) base layers in the studied asphalt mixtures.

(a)

Asphalt
Layer Binder

Mixture
Identification HMAbinder HMAbinderCDW HMAbinderJGW HMAbinderFA

Mix design

Limestone 18/31.50 mm 0% 0% 0% 0%
Limestone 12/18 mm 25% 25% 23% 23%
Limestone 6/12 mm 33% 0% 29% 29%
Limestone 3/6 mm 0% 0% 13% 13%

Limestone sand 38% 21% 31% 31%
Limestone filler 4% 4% 0% 0%

JGW 0% 0% 4% 0%
FA 0% 0% 0% 4%

CDW 1 0% 50% 0% 0%
bitumen %wt. (OBC) 5.00% 6.00% 5.75% 4.75%

Volumetric
properties

% air voids 4.00% 5.40% 5.55% 5.51%
Bulk density, g·cm−3 2.50 2.44 2.51 2.52

(b)

Asphalt
Layer Base

Mixture
Identification HMAbase HMAbaseJGW HMAbaseFA CMRARAP CMRARAPJGW

Mix design

Limestone 18/31.50 mm 9% 9% 9% 16% 16%
Limestone 12/18 mm 32% 32% 32% 7% 7%
Limestone 6/12 mm 31% 31% 31% 0% 0%
Limestone 3/6 mm 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%

Limestone sand 21% 21% 21% 0% 0%
Limestone filler 7% 0% 0% 7% 0%

JGW 0% 7% 0% 0% 7%
FA 0% 0% 7% 0% 0%

RAP 2 0% 0% 0% 70% 70%
bitumen %wt. (OBC) 4.50% 4.85% 4.25%

bituminous emulsion %wt. 3.75% 5.00%
cement %wt. 1.50% 0.5%

Volumetric
properties

% air voids 4.50% 5.85% 5.76% 9.00% 9.00%
Bulk density, g·cm−3 2.50 2.52 2.53 2.49 2.51

1 The CDW aggregate size is approximately 1/12 mm corresponding to 50% CDW substitutes, 33% limestone 6/12 mm, and 17% limestone
sand. 2 The RAP aggregate size is approximately 0.063/15 mm, which corresponds to 70% RAP substitutes, 25% limestone 12/18 mm, 31%
limestone 6/12 mm, and 21% limestone sand.

Table 3. Mechanical characteristics and LCA parameters reported as the decision matrixes A1 for binder layer adopted for
MCDA.

Group Indicator Unit
Binder Layer (A1)

HMAbinder HMAbinderCDW HMAbinderJGW HMAbinderFA

HP S daN 771.6 1245.3 1652.2 989.8
HP MS daN/mm 285.78 366.26 532.97 314.22
HP ITSM 40 ◦C MPa 773 1151 1236 1040
HP RD mm 2 1.92 1.86 1.98
LP ITS MPa 0.77 0.66 0.95 0.92
LP ITSM 10 ◦C MPa 14,553 15,391 16,498 16,998
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Table 3. Cont.

Group Indicator Unit
Binder Layer (A1)

HMAbinder HMAbinderCDW HMAbinderJGW HMAbinderFA

LP ITSM 20 ◦C MPa 8120 7563 9582 9260
LP Nf n of cycles 1.01 × 105 9.04 × 104 1.81 × 105 1.55 × 105

MP ITSR % 93 95 102 96
EHP GWP kg CO2 eq 162.82 170.11 161.84 157.54
EHP ODP kg CFC11 eq 0.062 0.063 0.061 0.06
EHP IR kBqCo-60 eq 6.29 5.01 6.12 5.82
EHP OFH kg NOx eq 0.82 0.92 0.84 0.81
EHP PM kg PM2.5 eq 1.25 1.28 1.24 1.23
EHP OFT kg NOx eq 0.91 1 0.89 0.883
EHP A kg SO2 eq 0.59 0.643 0.597 0.568
EHP FE kg P eq 0.02 0.016 0.019 0.019
EHP ME kg N eq 0.198 0.198 0.197 0.197
EHP T-ECO kg 1,4-DCB eq 1141.73 1114.54 1138.91 1143.5
EHP F-ECO kg 1,4-DCB eq 5.71 5.82 5.64 5.64
EHP M-ECO kg 1,4-DCB eq 8.18 8.35 8.11 8.08
EHP CT kg 1,4-DCB eq 4.35 3.96 4.26 4.28
EHP NCT kg 1,4-DCB eq 95.91 112.61 92.98 93.39
EHP LU m2a crop eq 12.21 12.19 10.81 10.84
EHP MR kg Cu eq 0.539 0.452 0.544 0.548
EHP FR kg Oil eq 167.65 204.14 185.01 161.31
EHP W m3 2.914 2.164 2.614 2.636

Table 4. Mechanical characteristics and LCA parameters reported as the decision matrix A2 for base layer adopted for
MCDA.

Group Indicator Unit
Base Layer (A2)

HMAbase HMAbaseJGW HMAbaseFA CMRARAP CMRARAPJGW

HP S daN 750 864 795 902 956
HP MS daN/mm 340.91 320 305.77 281.88 308.39
HP ITSM 40 ◦C MPa 960 1204 1108 1490 1614
HP RD mm 2 1.97 1.9 1.76 1.63
LP ITS MPa 0.73 0.81 0.79 0.72 0.8
LP ITSM 10 ◦C MPa 14,700 17,895 17,050 7940 8440
LP ITSM 20 ◦C MPa 8952 9826 9307 3370 3431
LP Nf n of cycles 3.16 × 105 1.20 × 106 9.50 × 105 9.20 × 104 1.50 × 105

MP ITSR % 93.6 95.9 97 94.4 94.6
EHP GWP kg CO2 eq 164.32 159.33 154.75 130.46 123.98
EHP ODP kg CFC11 eq 0.065 0.06 0.059 0.04 0.038
EHP IR kBqCo-60 eq 7.155 6.02 5.75 4.249 3.727
EHP OFH kg NOx eq 0.823 0.822 0.792 0.497 0.5
EHP PM kg PM2.5 eq 1.24 1.23 1.23 0.16 0.16
EHP OFT kg NOx eq 0.896 0.871 0.864 0.508 0.511
EHP A kg SO2 eq 0.589 0.589 0.552 0.395 0.403
EHP FE kg P eq 0.021 0.019 0.018 0.015 0.013
EHP ME kg N eq 0.198 0.198 0.197 0.197 0.197
EHP T-ECO kg 1,4-DCB eq 1153.4 1133.78 1133.71 629.64 608.39
EHP F-ECO kg 1,4-DCB eq 5.82 5.63 5.62 4.58 4.43
EHP M-ECO kg 1,4-DCB eq 8.48 8.1 8.07 6.44 6.22
EHP CT kg 1,4-DCB eq 4.66 4.25 4.26 2.88 2.72
EHP NCT kg 1,4-DCB eq 102.06 90.82 91.96 66.75 62.9
EHP LU m2a crop eq 13.28 10.58 10.77 10.6 10.15
EHP MR kg Cu eq 0.571 0.532 0.535 0.455 0.393
EHP FR kg Oil eq 156.75 164.49 149.19 88.61 107.12
EHP W m3 2.56 2.427 2.234 1.388 1.29
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2.2. LCA of Asphalt Road Pavement Mixtures

LCA methodology [73] was employed (using a commercial licensed software for LCA
assessments [74]) to assess the environmental impacts of the nine asphalt road pavement
mixtures during their life cycles. In this process, one cubic meter of each solution (functional
unit) was examined. The LCA procedure consisted of two main parts: life cycle inventory
(LCI) and life cycle impact assessment (LCIA).

For the designed binder course and base layer mixtures, LCI was performed to
investigate the input flows of different components (including the raw materials used
for the construction/maintenance of facilities and machinery) as well as water and fossil
fuels, and the output flows of pollutants emitted into the air (CO2, CO, CH4, NOx, SO2,
non-methane volatile organic compounds (NMVOCs) and particulate matter) and water
(chemical oxygen demand (COD), biological oxygen demand (BOD), nitrogen, sulphur
and phosphorus compounds).

Let M be a set of the analysed functional units with M = {1, . . . p, . . . o}, o = 9 (the
total number of asphalt mixtures). In this case, LCI is evaluated using Equation (1) for each
functional unit.

Fp
19×6

=

 ap,1,1 . . . ap,1,6
... ap,rv

...
ap,19,1 · · · ap,19,6

 (1)

where:

• ap,rv is the generic entry of the inventory matrix, namely the flow of the r-th component
during the v-th process of the life cycle for the p-th asphalt mixture solution;

• r belongs to the range [1; 19] and represents the mentioned inventory flows (5 input
flows and 14 output flows);

• v belongs to the range [1; 6] and represents various macro-processes of the life cycle,
such as the following:

(i) Supplying secondary raw materials from the recycling facility to the asphalt
plant;

(ii) Production of natural aggregates and filler particles and their transport from
the quarry to the asphalt plant;

(iii) Production of the binders (bitumen for HMAs, bitumen emulsion and cement
for CMRAs) and their transport from the refinery to the asphalt plant;

(iv) Production of the asphalt mixtures and their transport from the asphalt plant
to the construction site (except for CMRAs manufactured on site);

(v) Construction and laying of the road pavement;
(vi) Milling and waste disposal at the end of the service life.

• p belongs to the range [1; 9] and represents the asphalt mixture solutions.

After that, the LCIA procedure was performed using ReCiPe methodology [75] which
converts the 19 flows of the specified components into 18 midpoint category indicators,
where the flow of each component can affect one or more impact categories: global warming
(GWP); stratospheric ozone depletion (ODP); ionizing radiation (IR); the negative effects of
ozone formation on terrestrial ecosystems (OFT) and human health (OFH); fine particulate
matter formation (PM); terrestrial acidification (A); freshwater eutrophication (FE); marine
eutrophication (ME); terrestrial, freshwater and marine ecotoxicities (T-ECO, F-ECO and
M-ECO); human carcinogenic and non-carcinogenic toxicities (CT and NCT); land use (LU);
mineral and fossil resource scarcity (MR and FR); and water consumption (W).

The component flows were converted into the impact category indicators using dif-
ferent characterization (weighing) factors to aggregate heterogeneous inventory flows
(e.g., CO2, CO and CH4) into homogeneous impact category indicators (e.g., GWP) ex-
pressed by specific measurement units (e.g., kg CO2 equivalent for GWP) and determine
the cumulative effect of different components on the environment.
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Therefore, each impact assessment matrix ICp of the p-th asphalt solution was calcu-
lated from the inventory matrix Fp according to Equation (2).

ICp
18×6

= CF
18×19

× Fp
19×6

(2)

where CF is the matrix of the characterization factors whose generic entry cft,r converts
the r-th component of each process of the inventory matrix into the t-th impact category
indicator of the impact assessment matrix.

Finally, the impact assessment matrixes of the nine asphalt mixtures were combined
into a single txp global impact assessment matrix IC, whose generic entry ict,p for MCDA is
expressed by Equation (3).

ict,p = ∑
v

icp,tv (3)

where ict,p is the indicator of the t-th impact category for the p-th asphalt mixture, which
is obtained by summing up the t-th impact indicators of each of the v mentioned macro-
processes of the life cycle (namely, each row of the impact assessment matrix ICp).

2.3. MCDA Procedure

As mentioned above, the four asphalt solutions prepared for the binder course and five
asphalt solutions prepared for the base layer were compared using 18 environmental and 9
engineering performance indicators (see Tables 2 and 3). Let I be the total set of the adopted
indicators, such as I = {1, . . . i, . . . l} with l equal to 27. Let M1 and M2 be the separate sets
related to the asphalt mixtures prepared for the binder layer (M1 = {1, . . . j, . . . m} with
m = 4) and base layer (M2 = {1, . . . k, . . . n} with n = 5).

By calculating all indicators for each asphalt mixture, two distinct decision matrixes
A1 and A2 were obtained, as shown in Equation (4) and Tables 2 and 3 (see also the flow
diagram depicted in Figure 2).

The generic entry a1,ij of A1 represents the value of the i-th indicator related to the j-th
asphalt mixture for the binder layer, while a2,ik is the value of i-th indicator related to the
k-th asphalt mixture for the base layer matrix (A2).

A1
27×4

=

 a1,1,1 . . . a1,1,4
... a1,ij

...
a1,27,1 · · · a1,27,4

 ; A2
27×5

=

 a2,1,1 . . . a2,1,5
... a2,ik

...
a2,27,1 · · · a2,27,5

 (4)

Afterwards, the decision matrixes (A1 and A2) were normalized according to Equa-
tions (5) and (6) depending on the indicator type to obtain the normalized decision matrixes
N1 and N2, respectively (see Table S2 and Equation (7)). Specifically, Equation (5) was used
to normalize the S, MS, ITSM, ITS, ITSR and Nf indicators (here, 0 represents the worst
performance, and 1 denotes the best performance), while Equation (6) was used for RD
and all indicators from the environmental impact category (in this case, 0 and 1 have the
opposite meanings).

n1,ij =
a1,ij

maxa1,i
; n2,ik =

a2,ik

maxa2,i
(5)

n1,ij =
mina1,i

a1,ij
; n2,ik =

mina2,i

a2,ik
(6)

where:

• n1,ij and n2,ik are the normalized i-th indicators belonging to the range [1; 27] of the j-th
binder solution and k-th base solution, respectively (j belongs to [1; 5], and k belongs
to [1; 4]);

• maxa1,i and mina1,i are the maximum and minimum values of the i-th indicator,
respectively, among all solutions suggested for the binder course;
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• maxa2,i and mina2,i are the maximum and minimum values of the i-th indicator,
respectively, among all solutions suggested for the base layer.

N1
27×4

=

 n1,1,1 . . . n1,1,4
... n1,ij

...
n1,27,1 · · · n1,27,4

 ; N2
27×5

=

 n2,1,1 . . . n2,1,5
...

. . .
...

n2,27,1 · · · n2,27,5

 (7)

Figure 2. Workflow diagrams describing the MCDA and sensitivity analysis procedures.
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2.4. ELECTRE I Application

All the utilized 27 indicators were categorized into four groups (four for the solutions
suggested for the base layer and four for the solutions belonging to the binder layer) as
follows:

• Engineering performance of the asphalt mixtures assessed at high test temperatures
(HP) that includes four indicators: S (60 ◦C), MS (60 ◦C), ITSM (40 ◦C), and RD (60 ◦C);

• Engineering performance of the asphalt mixtures assessed at low test temperatures
(LP) that involves five indicators: ITS (25 ◦C), ITSM (10 and 20 ◦C), and Nf (10 ◦C);

• Moisture resistance of the asphalt mixtures (MP) accessed by estimating ITSR at 25 ◦C;

Environmental and human health performance of the asphalt mixtures (EHP) that
involves 18 indicators from the midpoint impact LCA category described in Section 2.2.

The weight vector was determined by assigning equal weights to the four groups of
indicators, namely, HP (25%), LP (25%), EHP (25%) and MP (25%). The weight assigned to
each group was equally divided among all indicators in this group.

ELECTRE I represented an MCDA method, which considered the interactions between
different pairs of alternatives. To compare all such pairs, a concordance index (c1,jj′ for
the binder layer, and c2,kk′ for the base layer) and a discordance index (d1,jj′ for the binder
layer, and d2,kk′ for the base layer) were determined. In particular, the concordance and
discordance indexes were calculated for each pair (j-th; j’-th) of alternatives for the binder
layer by Equations (8) and (9), respectively.

c1,jj′ = ∑
i

w∗i : n∗1,ij > n∗1,ij′ (8)

where:

• c1,jj′ is the concordance index of the (j-th; j’-th) pair of alternatives of the binder layer
with j and j’ belonging to the range [1; 5];

• n∗1,ij and n∗1,ij′ are the normalized i-th indicators belonging to the range [1; 27], which
are calculated via Equations (6) and (7), respectively, for the j-th and j’-th binder
solutions with n∗1,ij > n∗1,ij′;

• w∗i is the weight of the i-th indicator with n∗1,ij > n∗1,ij′

d1,jj′ = max
i

{(
n∗1,ij′ − n∗1,ij

)
: n∗1,ij < n∗1,ij′

}
(9)

where:

• d1,jj′ is the discordance index of the (j-th; j’-th) pair of alternatives for the binder layer
with j and j’ belonging to the range [1; 5];

• n∗1,ij and n∗1,ij′ are the normalized i-th indicators belonging to the range [1; 27], which
are calculated via Equations (5) and (6), respectively, for the j-th and j’-th binder layer
solutions with n∗1,ij < n∗1,ij′.

Note that the same concordance and discordance indices were also computed for each
pairwise comparison between the k-th and k’-th alternatives of the base layer solutions
with k and k’ belonging to the range [1; 4] to obtain the c2,kk′ and d2,kk′ values.

The concordance and discordance thresholds were initially set to the mean values of
all concordance and discordance indices assessed for each layer, respectively. As a result, c∗1
and d∗1 were obtained for the binder layer and c∗2 and d∗2 for the base layer, and alternative j
was preferred to alternative j’ if cjj′ > c∗1 and djj′ ≤ d∗1 for the binder layer and ckk′ > c∗2
and dkk′ ≤ d∗2 for the base layer.

If more than one asphalt mixture satisfied the conditions specified above, the concor-
dance threshold was progressively lowered, and the discordance threshold increased until
only one optimal solution was obtained.

The next steps involved the sensitivity analysis that played an important role in
verifying the MCDA results. In total, 24 different weight configurations were applied to
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the decision matrices of the binder and base layer in addition to that used for ELECTRE I
methodology. Specifically, relative weights of 0, 20, 40, 60, 80 and 100% were assigned to
each of the four groups of indicators (HP, LP, MP and EHP), and the remaining weights
(100, 80, 60, 40, 20 and 0%, respectively) were divided equally among the other groups.
Inside each group, the assigned weight was divided equally among all indicators (see
Figure 2). Table S3 lists the 24 weight configurations applied.

Therefore, MCDA was conducted for each of the 24 weight configurations, and the
most suitable alternative was selected for the binder and base layers. Subsequently, the
frequency of occurrence of the best alternatives was calculated according to ELECTRE I
methodology and compared with the value obtained without the sensitivity analysis.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Mechanical Performance

The obtained results (see Table 3) show that the asphalt mixtures prepared for the
binder layer exhibit better mechanical performance than that of the traditional HMA
solutions. In particular, the mechanical properties of HMAbinderJGW are superior to those
of HMAbinder (S (+144%), MS (+86%), ITS (+23%), ITSR (+10%), ITSM (+23% on average),
RD (−7%) and Nf (+80%)) and the remaining solutions (average 26% improvement of all
engineering performance characteristics as compared with those of HMAbinderCDW and
HMAbinderFA). Similar results in terms of fracture resistance were found by Fakhri an
Ahmadi [76] using a different waste material, namely the steel slag aggregates, added in
similar percentage to the asphalt mixture.

For the base layer, the CMRAs exhibited lower RD values than that of the traditional
HMAbase. In addition, the other engineering performance indicators were significantly
improved after JGW addition (CMRARAPJGW), leading to higher MS, ITS and ITSM (+27%,
+10% and +68%, respectively) as compared with HMAbase. These results are easily com-
parable with those obtained by Gómez-Meijide et al. [77], who used CDW in substitution
of natural aggregates; they found that the asphalt mixture with CDW had a significantly
lower permanent deformation than that of the traditional one.

3.2. System Description and LCI of Asphalt Mixtures
3.2.1. Natural Aggregate, Sand and Filler Production

Considering the amounts of the coarse aggregates and sand required for preparing the
asphalt mixtures solutions (Table 1), the highest savings were obtained by increasing the
marginal material contents as follows: HMAbinderCDW saved 7.8 kgCO2/m3 compared to
HMAbinder, while CMRARAP and CMRARAPJGW saved 13.7 and 14.9 kgCO2/m3 compared
to HMAbase, respectively.

3.2.2. Recycled Aggregate Supplies

JGW, FA, CDW and RAP were added to the binder and base layers in a functional
unit (1 m3) of the studied asphalt mixtures (Table 1). First, JGW was produced at the
construction site; therefore, it was milled by a mobile ball mill (CMRARAPJGW solution)
or directly transported to the asphalt plant located 20 km away followed by milling
(HMAbinderJGW and HMAbaseJGW solutions). Meanwhile, CDW was supplied to the asphalt
plant from a distance of 20 km and then milled to a desired aggregate size. FA was
stored in a dedicated local plant and then transported to the asphalt plant located 100 km
away without size reduction actions. RAP was produced by milling the existing asphalt
pavement at the construction site without any crushing actions.

Notably, all the waste-containing asphalt mixtures exhibited lower CO2 emissions
than those of the traditional mixtures by 7% on average. This advantage was maximized
for the cold mixtures, among which CMRARAP decreased the CO2 emissions by 10% as
compared with that of HMAbase, and CMRARAPJGW demonstrated a further 13% CO2
emission reduction with respect to that of CMRARAP.
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3.2.3. Binder Production

For the asphalt binder production (see Figure S3i for the hot asphalt mixtures and
Figure S3i for the cold recycled mixtures), the required parameters were obtained from
Eurobitume [78] by considering the binder contents determined in the previous sections
(Table 1); the Ecoinvent database [79] was used for the Portland cement production and
transportation, while the transportation distances were known in this study. Note that the
cement was purchased by the asphalt producer and then transported to the construction
site for the cold in-place recycling at a distance of 20 km.

Considering the production of bitumen, bitumen emulsion and cement, CMRARAP low-
ered the overall CO2 emissions by 16% with respect to that of HMAbase, while CMRARAPJGW
with a 1% lower optimum cement content accounted for the further 15% reduction of CO2
emissions.

3.2.4. Production, Laying and Compaction of Asphalt Mixtures

The section describes the inventory flows of 1 m3 of the produced, laid and compacted
road asphalt pavement mixtures.

Different processes were considered for the hot asphalt mixtures and cold in-place
recycled asphalt mixtures, as described below:

During the hot in-plant production (see Figure S3i), the input and output flows of all
HMA solutions were assumed to be the same. The unit processes included the following
operations and parameters mainly provided by local contractors: (a) the transportation of
coarse aggregates and sand from stockpiles to the mixing equipment using a wheel loader
with a productivity of 60 m3/h powered by diesel fuel; (b) the natural gas consumption for
drying aggregates in the drum dryer of the production plant was equal to 8.79 m3/t; (c) the
electricity consumption during the bitumen storage at 180 ◦C and mixing the aggregates,
fillers and bitumen was equal to 4.37 kWh/t; and (d) the NMVOC emission to air for
each ton of the produced hot asphalt mixture was 0.19 g according to the United States
Environmental Protection Agency (2004) [80]. The hot asphalt mixtures were hauled over a
distance of 20 km to the construction site by trucks. Afterwards, 1 m3 of an asphalt mixture
was laid by a paver and compacted by a roller machine (both pieces of equipment had
a productivity of 45 t/h). The production and transportation of the hot asphalt mixtures
account for the global emission of 15.8 kg CO2/m3, while the laying and compacting
operations produce 6.2 kg CO2/m3.

For the cold in-place recycled mixtures (see Figure S3i), the natural raw materials
were hauled from the asphalt plant to the construction site by different trucks. The milled
RAP was placed over the surface by a motor grader with a productivity of 1815 m2/h.
A pulvimixer was utilized to mix and bind together the natural aggregates, marginal
materials (RAP or RAP and JGW), cement, water and bitumen emulsion (see Table 2b)
supplied at the construction site and then lay the resulting mixture on the pavement surface
at a productivity of 750 m2/h. Subsequently, the cold mixture was compacted to a desired
bulk density (Section 2.1) using a large pneumatic tire roller and a large vibratory steel
wheel roller with productivities of 45 t/h.

In synthesis, the lower heating temperature (60 ◦C) of the cold in-place recycling
operations as compared with that of HMA production (180 ◦C) required a lower amount
of fuel and thus reduced the CO2 emissions by 20 kg CO2/m3 during the laying and
compaction operations.

End of Life

The CO2 emissions in the end of life phase that involved the demolition and disposal
of the old milled asphalt pavements (Figure S3i,ii) were equal for all the analysed asphalt
mixtures (48.4 kg CO2/m3) and, therefore, were not considered further in this study.
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3.3. LCA Indicators

The LCIA midpoint indicators of the life cycles of the nine road asphalt pavement
solutions are presented in Table 3 for binder layer and Table 4 for base layer. They show
that HMAbinderJGW is not significantly different from HMAbinder (−1.5% on average for all
impact category indicators) due to the higher optimum bitumen content (+0.75%) that is
required to achieve satisfactory engineering performance. However, HMAbinderJGW has on
average 8% lower GWP, A, OFT, OFH and FR values than those of HMAbinderCDW.

HMAbinderFA exhibits the best performance among the mixtures for the binder layer
characterized by the average 2% reduction of all impact indicators as compared with those
of HMAbinder, HMAbinderCDW and HMAbinderJGW due to the lower OBC and absence of the
FA crushing phase.

The corresponding hot asphalt solutions for the base layer (HMAbaseJGW and HMAbaseFA)
demonstrated better environmental performance as compared with that of the tradi-
tional HMAbase (−6% on average for all impact indicators) as well as HMAbinderJGW and
HMAbinderFA due to the lower natural filler amount and OBC (−0.7% on average).

Reusing FA produced the HMAbaseFA mixture, which was most suitable among the
hot asphalt solutions for the base layer (−2% on average for all impact category indicators)
and binder layer (−4% on average for all impact category indicators).

Comparing CMRARAP to HMAbase, the most remarkable reduction of the impact
indicators was observed for FE, which decreased by 87% for the first solution due to the
lower amount of nitrogen and phosphorus compounds released in water during aggregate
production. In addition, OFT decreased by 36% because of the elimination of the hot
in-plant mixing phase and related NMVOC emissions.

Finally, CMRARAPJGW was found to be the most environmentally friendly alternative
among the prepared hot and cold asphalt mixtures for the base layer (−35% and −4% on
average for all impact indicators, respectively). In particular, the impact indicators IR, OFT
and MR of CMRARAPJGW are on average 12% lower than those of CMRARAP due to the
lower gaseous and particulate air emissions and minerals consumption required to produce
the aggregates and cement (see Table 2b). The same results have been demonstrated by
Bonoli et al. [81], who showed that the recycling of RAP combined with steel slag aggregates
provides benefits by reducing the consumption of virgin bitumen and aggregates and, at
the same time, by reducing the CO2 equivalent emissions.

3.4. Performance Evaluation Based on MCDA and Sensitivity Analysis

In this section, ELECTRE I methodology was applied to the normalized matrixes of
the analysed alternatives (see Table S2). The obtained results revealed that HMAbinderJGW
was the optimal solution for the binder layer, while CMRARAPJGW was the optimal solution
for the base layer in terms of the four defined groups (HP, LP, EHP and MP) with constant
weights of 25%.

As indicated by the concordance and discordance values determined for the binder
layer (Figure 3(a1,a2)) and base layer (Figure 3(b1,b2)), HMAs exhibited the lowest concor-
dance and highest discordance indices as compared to thresholds c* and d*, respectively.
Consequently, the HMA solutions were outperformed by the other solutions in all pairwise
comparisons.

In terms of the engineering performance evaluated both at high and low temperatures,
HMAbinderJGW was often preferred to the other hot asphalt mixtures designed for the
binder layer because its concordance and discordance indices were higher than the c*
threshold (see Figure 3(a1)) and lower than the d* threshold (see Figure 3(a2)). However,
the HMAbinderFA performance was better than that of HMAbinder and worse than the
performances of the other mixtures fabricated from the marginal materials. On the contrary,
HMAbinderCDW was never preferred to the other hot asphalt mixtures (see Figure 3(a1)),
except for HMAbinder due to its higher S value at 40 ◦C.

Considering the base layer alternatives, the hot asphalt mixtures were less favourable
than CMRAs because they reached the highest average values of the discordance indices
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for the environmental indicators (see Figure 3(b2)). CMRARAPJGW was always preferred
to HMAbase, HMAbaseJGW and HMAbaseFA (−34% for all impact indicators on average) as
well as to CMRARAP in terms of HP, MP and EHP, as indicated by the concordance indices
presented in Figure 3(b1). Meanwhile, the discordance indices of the CMRAs were slightly
below or little above the discordance threshold d* as compared to the hot asphalt mixtures
in terms of LP (see Figure 3(b2)) and especially ITSM at 20 ◦C and Nf.

Figure 3. Comparing alternatives: concordance indices and their relative thresholds determined for the (a1) binder layer
and (b1) base layer; discordance indices and their relative thresholds obtained for the (a2) binder layer and (b2) base layer.

Although the hot asphalt mixtures are outranked by the CMRAs, HMAbaseJGW exhibits
the lowest discordance index among the base layer alternatives compared with that of the
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HMAbaseFA solution, indicating that even its worst indicator (FR) was not very different
from the best value obtained for the hot asphalt mixtures.

In general, as opposed to JGW and FA, CDW addition resulted in small environmental
benefits and worsened the LP characteristics as compared with that of HMAbinder.

A sensitivity analysis was conducted to corroborate the MCDA results by varying the
weights of the four groups of indicators (see Figure 2) to obtain 24 different scenarios, as
described in Section 2.3.

Figure 4a,b shows the solutions selected for the binder and base layers, respectively,
at least one time as the best alternatives (their concordance indices were above the con-
cordance threshold, while the discordance indices were below the discordance threshold)
with weight configurations that made them preferable to the other solutions. The selection
frequency of the best solutions for the p-th alternative (fp) was calculated via Equation (10).

fp =
np

n
(10)

where:
np is the number of times the p-th alternative of the binder layer or the base layer

is selected as the best solution; and n is the total number of analyses (24) performed in
different weight configurations.

According to the results obtained for the binder layer (see Figure 4a), HMAbinderJGW
was the best alternative for 18 out of 24 weight configurations (75% of all cases); HMAbinderFA
was selected in the remaining 25% cases, while HMAbinder and HMAbinderCDW were
never preferred. The results obtained for the base layer (see Figure 4b) revealed that
CMRARAPJGW was selected as the best alternative for 10 out of 24 weight configurations
(42%), HMAbaseJGW for 8 out of 24 configurations (33%) and HMAbaseFA for 6 out of 24 con-
figurations (25%), while HMAbase and CMRARAP were never selected as the preferable
solutions.

The data presented in Figure 4a for the binder asphalt mixtures can be summarized as
follows:

• HMAbinderJGW was the solution that produced the highest concordance and low
discordance values; it also represented the best alternative regardless of the weight
assigned to the LP group of indicators (the blue shades in Figure 4a) and was selected
either when LP was the only criterium of the analysis procedure or when LP was
excluded. Because HMAbinderJGW had the best HP group among the binder solutions,
it also outranked all other solutions when the weight of this group exceeded 20% (see
the dark shades of red in Figure 4a). Hence, HMAbinderJGW can be used at various
pavement service temperatures in the range of 10–60 ◦C. Similar conclusions may be
drawn from the yellow shades in Figure 4a, which represent the configurations with
MP weights varying between 20% and 100%.

• When the weight assigned to the EHP group is equal to or higher than 60% (the dark
shades of green in Figure 4a), HMAbinderFA outranks the other binder alternatives in
all pairwise comparisons mainly due to the low values of ecotoxicity (M-ECO and
F-ECO) and human toxicity (NCT), which were primarily derived from the limestone
filler production; thus, HMAbinderFA stands out when the mitigation of environmental
and human health impacts is the main decision criterium. Instead, HMAbinderFA does
not produce a good HP group, making it mainly suitable for cold climate regions. The
last weight configuration that makes HMAbinderFA the best solution for the binder
layer does not take into account the MP group (0% MP); this scenario can arise in dry
climates or when the groundwater has little effect on the deterioration of pavement
materials.
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Figure 4. Sensitivity analysis results that identified the best solutions for each weight configuration of the (a) binder and (b)
base asphalt layers.

The results presented in Figure 4b for the base asphalt mixtures can be summarized as
follows:

• CMRARAPJGW is preferred to the other base layer alternatives regardless of the weight
assigned to the EHP indicators (from 0% to 100%; see the dark shades of green in
Figure 4b). In particular, the preference of CMRARAPJGW over the other alterna-
tives for the base layer increases when the weight of these indicators grows in the
decision-making scenario (−34% on average for all environmental impact indica-
tors as compared to those of HMAbase, HMAbaseJGW and HMAbaseFA). In addition,
CMRARAPJGW is also preferred to the four remaining base layer solutions with HP
indicator weights exceeding 40%, especially in terms of the S, ITSM and RD values,
which increased by 13% and 26% and decreased by 17%, respectively.

• The hot asphalt solutions containing JGW and FA were always preferred to HMAbase
regardless of the weight configuration; at the same time, HMAbaseJGW and HMAbaseFA
often failed to outrank the cold solutions due to the high discordance indices (equal to
0.82 for the EHP group on average) and in particular due to the OFH, T-ECO, PM, MR
and W impact category indicators whose values determined for both CMRARAP and
CMRARAPJGW were much lower than those of HMAbase (−50%), HMAbaseJGW (−48%)
and HMAbaseFA (−46%).

• HMAbaseJGW is the preferred alternative when a weight of 40% or more is assigned to
the LP group (see the dark shades of blue in Figure 4b), which includes such indicators
as ITS, ITSM at 10 and 20 ◦C and Nf. Moreover, HMAbaseJGW also produces the second
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best ITSR among the base layer solutions (1% lower than HMAbinderFA); therefore, it is
selected as the best alternative when a weight up to 60% is assigned to the MP group.

• HMAbaseFA generally fails to outrank HMAbinderJGW and CMRARAPJGW from the
mechanical viewpoint; hence, it is selected as the best alternative only when the
engineering performance groups (LP and HP) are not the main decision criteria and
have weights of less than 20%. Meanwhile, the highest moisture resistance makes
it preferable to other solutions when the weight assigned to the MP group is equal
or higher than 80%, which indicates its suitability for extremely wet areas with low
traffic volumes.

In conclusion, the best solutions (HMAbinderJGW and CMRARAPJGW) provided by
ELECTRE I methodology that applied the weight configuration (0) (see Table S3) to various
asphalt solutions were partially confirmed by the results of sensitivity analysis for most
weight configurations (see Figure 4).

4. Conclusions

In conclusion, base and binder layers of road asphalt pavements were designed by
introducing reclaimed asphalt Pavement and Construction and Demolition Waste as coarse
aggregates, while Jet Grouting Waste and Fly Ashes as a filler. A total of four hot asphalt
mixtures were investigated for the binder layer and five asphalt mixtures for the base layer,
of which two are hot asphalt mixtures and two are cold recycled mixtures. First, a leaching
test of the marginal materials was carried out, and their physical properties were assessed
to ascertain compliance for reuse in asphalt mixtures.

The results showed the following points:

• HMAbinderJGW solution has the best mechanical properties compared both to the
traditional asphalt mixture HMAbinder (increase of S (+144%), MS (+86%), ITS (+23%),
ITSR (+10%), ITSM (+13% at 10 ◦C, +18% at 20 ◦C and +60% at 40 ◦C) and Nf (+80%),
reduction of RD (−7%)) and to all remaining solutions (improving on average by 26%
all the engineering performance compared to both HMAbinderCDW and HMAbinderFA).

• The cold asphalt mixtures for the base layer returned higher resistance to the perma-
nent deformations (lower RD) compared to the traditional HMAbase; in particular,
CMRARAPJGW showed the best engineering performance indicators, returning higher
stiffness at 40 ◦C, MS, ITS and ITSM (+27%, +10% and +68%, respectively) than
HMAbase.

• In terms of environmental and human health performance of the life cycle, HMAbinderFA
has the best performance between the mixtures for the binder layer, bringing on
average a 2% reduction of all impact category indicators compared to HMAbinder,
HMAbinderCDW and HMAbinderJGW, above all due to lower OBC and the absence of
the crushing phase of FA; instead, HMAbinderJGW brings on average 1.5% reduction of
all impact category indicators compared to HMAbinder but reaches 8% lower GWP, A,
OFT, OFH and FR than HMAbinderCDW.

• CMRARAPJGW is the most environmentally performing alternative compared to all
the other hot (−35% on average for all impact indicators) and cold asphalt mixtures
(−4% on average for all impact indicators) for the base layer. Specifically, the impact
indicators IR, OFT, and MR of CMRARAPJGW are on average 12% lower than CMRARAP
due to lower gaseous and particulate emissions in air and minerals consumption to
produce the aggregates and cement.

• MCDA and sensitivity analysis made it possible to identify which of the alternatives
envisaged represents the most favourable solution in view of the indicators which are
taken into account in a decision-making process for the construction and maintenance
of a road pavement, such as high and low-temperature engineering performance,
moisture resistance and environmental and human health performance. With a view
to reducing raw materials consumption, decreasing greenhouse gas emissions and
increasing the service life of asphalt pavements, it was possible to state that, when
the operative conditions require the best mechanical performance independently
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from the average service temperature and humidity, HMAbinderJGW results the best
alternative. Instead, when decision-makers look for a solution that not only produces
the lowest environmental impacts during its useful life but at the same time returns
the best resistance to high temperature conditions, the preference is the adoption of
the CMRARAPJGW solution.
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.3390/app11199268/s1. Figure S1: Leaching test: (a) sample mineralisation, (b) stirring samples, (c)
making samples for COD investigation, (d) titration for COD investigation and (e) plasma optical
emission spectrometry for the detection of metals. Figure S2: Testing equipment for (a) Marshall test,
(b) ITS, (c) ITSM, (d) Fatigue test and (e) wheel tracking test. Figure S3: Flowchart: unit processes of
the life cycle of (i) hot asphalt solutions and (ii) cold in-place recycled asphalt mixtures. Table S1:
Waste characterisation: (a) leaching test results vs. M.D. 05/02/1998, (b) mechanical properties.
Table S2: Normalized engineering performance and environmental indicators for matrix N1 for
binder course and N2 for base layer. Table S3: Percentage weight assigned to each indicator for the
initial weight configuration and the additional 24 weight configurations of sensitivity analysis.
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